
Technical/Stage Rider MARTYRION

Line-Up:

Be sure to have a stage with enough space for 5 musicians and instruments (and a big drumset). 
Clearance at least 2,20m. Drumriser ist not required but nice to have.

2x Vocals
2x Guitar
1x Bass
1x Drums

Stageplan:

PA:

Please be sure to have a PA for loud music with enough inputs. Must be suitable for event- and 
audience-size and has to be built-up and calibrated when the band arrives.

Monitoring:

Martyrion bring In-Ear-Monitoring, works completeley independent with own equipment. Signals 
get from each member to the computer and back to the in-ears. No help or signals needed. 
At least 3 monitors on stage (the more, the better). Drum monitoring is not required and should be 
muted during the show. Please put a mix of every instruments on the other monitros, in case some 
issues with in-ears happen.



Microphones:

Singer is using his one microphone (SM58) and doesn't need a stand. Second vocalist needs a 
suitable microphone (SM57 or SM58) and needs a stand. Please have enough (and long) XLR-
cables.

Light:

Different coloured PAR-lights or something similar for nice atmosphere. 
Nice to have: strobes, (floor) fog-machine/hazer, moving lights.

Electricity:

230 volt! 2 Schuko plug sockets near the drums, 2 behind each instrumentalist.
Be sure that everything is protected and safe. Please have enough multiple plugs and extension 
cables.

Misc.:

IMPORTANT: Drummer needs 2 mono channels (XLR-Plug) for playback (drummer brings cables,
DI-Boxes and small mixer). Playbacks are only used as intros/outros, as well as during some songs.

Martyrion do not bring any technicians, at least one is required.

Should be the possibility to hang Backdrop/Banner behind the drums (size: 3,20m x 1,50m, with 
metal eyelets)

Please put nothing on the boxes to make clear, we can put our AMPs and other stuff on it.

Contact:

Jannik Baur – kontakt@martyrion.com
www.martyrion.com 

THANK YOU!

mailto:kontakt@martyrion.com
http://www.martyrion.com/

